Unique Marquees | Bespoke Parties | Venue Styling

An Invitation Into A Curious World….
Welcome to interior-designed rooms, gracious white vaulted structures, and hand-picked furniture; all
accessorised and lit with the touch of House-of-Hud magic. We’ve created beautiful, inspiring environments
for 15 years, and in that time, we know how to put on quite the party. So step into this world and envision our
vision…the aim is to tantalise, enrich and delight the senses.
You’ve perhaps been looking for something like this for a while - finding an environment as individual as you
are can be quite the challenge. And now you’ve found us, how delighted we are to make your acquaintance.
Built as a haven for the curious, we invite you to step inside.
Repose as the chiffon fabric of the four-poster day bed cocoons you, let the sumptuous purple velvet tented
walls envelop you, and allow the kaleidoscope of embroidered environments to inspire you, as the bohemian
patchwork adorned with hundreds of tiny glittering mirrors bounces the light off the giant disco ball and onto
the parquet dance floor.
So explore some more, be our guest, see what you can find for your delectation… and rediscover the things
that make life wonderful.

Best Venue
Stylist

Best Outdoor
Wedding Provider

Best VIP/Backstage
Provider

Our collections are
categorised as follows:
Frame Tents

Bold and beautiful, custom-designed, highly
decorative interiors. Enveloping your guests in
their own world making them want to get out there
and throw some moves on the dance floor. Can be
erected on a hard surface as well as grass.

Pearl Tents

Stunning white canvas structures with
double-ceilings, simple white interiors and
wooden exterior pole and finial features; these
tents exude an atmosphere of timelessness,
towering above most other structures and are
suitable for grass erection.

Oyster Pearl Tents

Traditional ‘vintage’ style tents with canvas
exteriors, hempex ropes. Pretty finial details and
centre poles; they can be erected on grass and
have a soft, natural uncomplicated feel to them.
and decorated to add maximum drama and detail.

Clearspan Marquees

Covering your guests is often about practicality, and
clearspan Marquees certainly offer this with wide
spans of 12m or 15m and almost infinite lengths.
These large roofs accommodate lots of guests and
are space-efficient; but practical doesn’t have to
be boring with arange of in-house lining, décor and
furnishing options that can transform the interiors
into something extraordinary.

Stretch Tents

Extremely flexible structures capable of covering
multiple-level gardens, as well as trees and
other features, which can rarely otherwise be
incorporated into the party space. They can either
have an ultra-contemporary feel or be draped, lit,
and decorated to add maximum drama and detail.

Glamping

Our range of on-site-camping options mean your
guests can be accommodated closer to the action:

Bell Tents

Extremely economical and come simply furnished
with comfortable cotton mattresses, bedding and
colourful quilts; or can also be left blank for your
guests to bring their own bedding.

Bridal Boudoirs

Miniature versions of the Frame Tent Collection
which are highly decorative and a palatial way to
Finish the night.

All of the tents in the collection come with coir
flooring, lighting and lining as standard; so they are
ready to use as soon as they are delivered. You’ll
also find lots of inspiring options for furnishing the
tents and outdoor areas in our Price List. These
include lounge and dining seating, as well as
furnishings for the dance and bar areas.
We hope you enjoy browsing through our portfolio
of images and please don’t hesitate to get in touch
to discuss any of the details!
Warm regards

Katherine Hudson
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Frame Tents
Step inside the champagne coloured material
exterior and you discover a party environment…
from delicate block prints, embroidered mirrors
and plush velvet. Choose from ten individual
interior designed rooms, each decorated interior
weaving a different narrative and backdrop,
allowing you to create the mise-en-scène from the
classical garden party to modern party palaces!
These rooms can be erected on grass, as well as
hard-standing and paved areas, and are windtested to 55mph. They are constructed polyestercoated exterior which is both weatherproof and
also completely impenetrable to UV rays; making
them considerably cooler than standard marquees
in summer. Due to the thickness of the exterior
fabric, they are also much warmer in winter. The
aluminium frame is hidden between the exterior
and the highly decorative interior linings.

Introduction

frame tent collection
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Frame Tent structures are
available in the following
modular sizes:
• 3m x 3m - £450*
• 4.5m x 4.5m - £750*
• 6m x 6m - £1,000*
• 6m x 9m - £1.700*
• 9m x 9m - £2,000*
• 9m x 18m - £4,000*
• 9m x 27m - £5,500*
• 9m x 36m - £7,000*
• 9m x 45m - £9,500*
(*plus delivery and VAT)

Frame Tents have a 2.1m wall height and can be inter-connected to create interesting
‘rooms’ within the same event. Having experimented with many unique layouts and
combinations of interiors with secret rooms being a particular favourite addition, we
now have a stock of interesting arrangements and practical ways to join the marquees
together. This flexibility with arrangement makes it much easier to fit more marquees
into a tight space.
They are excellent for making the most of quirkily shaped gardens which may
not usually be suitable for a standard marquee or Oyster Pearl. The creative layout options
that are possible with these structures to maximise the space – both inside and out –
produce an interesting environment for guests to enjoy.

Frame Tent Collection

cornish cream
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The delicately hand block-printed cream cotton has a silvery-blue colour scheme
and creates a subtle fairy-tale ambience. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version .

Frame Tent Collection

cornish cream
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william morris

Frame Tent Collection
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The ivory & sage printed interior inspired by William Morris creates a quintessentially English
atmosphere perfect for unique outdoor weddings. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

william morris
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Frame Tent Collection

raj
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The cream cotton interior is complemented with its ornate block-printed ceiling and arch wall patterns,
combined to create a relaxing and indulgent atmosphere. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

raj
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Frame Tent Collection

saffron
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This interior evokes the atmosphere of a Bedouin tent in an ombre cotton lining with traditional Pakistani block printing.
From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

saffron
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Frame Tent Collection

arabian
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The Arabian lining is predominantly red with a beautifully bohemian patchwork adorned with
glittering mirrors, which evokes the warmth of the Arabian Desert. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

arabian
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Frame Tent Collection

bombay boudoir
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A blend of vibrant fuchsia and burnt-orange embroidered fabric, with intricate mirror embellishment,
creates a fun and all-enveloping interior, that is perfect for a proper party. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

bombay boudoir
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Frame Tent Collection

viva la fiesta
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A Mexican inspired interior created with jewellery designer Rosita Bonita which has a fresh, summery feel of ‘whites and brights’.
Featuring flowers, birds and hearts on a grey lace and trellis backdrop. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

viva la fiesta
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Frame Tent Collection

la rouge
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This sumptuous red velvet interior was inspired by the Parisian dance-hall The Moulin Rouge, creating the same depth and drama
as it’s namesake – enveloping guests in opulence and decadence. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

la rouge
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Frame Tent Collection

purple palace
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A favourite with artists and creatives, this decadent purple velvet interior envelopes occupants with the calm of blue and
the energy of red whilst the regency-inspired gold crown wall panels ensure every guest feels like royalty.
From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

purple palace
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Frame Tent Collection

english tea
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This pretty, eccentric Alice in Wonderland tent is a real tea time treat with bunting, doilies on the ceiling
and fun appliquéd designs enhancing the walls. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

english tea
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Frame Tent Collection

exteriors
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Made from hard-wearing high-tech coated polyester, these UV-absorbent matt cream tent exteriors give a canvas aesthetic,
without the worry of leaks. From £450 plus delivery and VAT for a 3m x 3m version.

Frame Tent Collection

exteriors
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Pearl Tents
The beautiful symmetry and clean lines of The Pearl
Tent Collection is reminiscent of the great palaces
of the Mughal Dynasty, and indeed there is an air
of royalty in these iconic tents; with their luxurious
vaulted ceilings, exclusive to the House of Hud.
As architecturally beautiful as they are robust, these
structures can accommodate up to 250 guests for
a seated wedding reception with a dance floor and
reception and bar areas and are one of the largest
structures in the collection.
The Pearl collection feature a graceful veranda
around their perimeter and are lined with flat
white interiors to highlight the simplicity of their
stunning architectural form. This creates a graceful
atmosphere full of light and space.

Pearl Tents come with cream coir flooring as standard, although a cassette flooring and cream
carpet upgrade is highly recommended and brings an elegance to the interior that can’t be
beaten. The standard lighting package consists of programmable LED up-lighters around the
walls and flood lights in the ceiling.
As with the rest of the selection, additional fairy lighting, draping and interesting hanging
décor such as pompoms and Chinese lanterns can be added into these tents according to the
occasion. We can also work together with you to create a 3D plan of how this will look when
erected.
The Lulu and Dana tents can also have additional add-ons – 6m x 4m areas connected to the
sides which make intimate rooms for bars, stages or lounge areas and the 12m x 3m Picco
extension creates an even larger veranda area, ideal for reception or after-dinner seating.
These impressive structures work best in wide-open spaces where they can create a truly
stunning grand entrance to ‘wow’ and delight guests.

Introduction

• 6m x 6m – Mini Pearl - £2,200*
• 11m x 11m – Lulette Pearl - £6,000*
• 12m x 12m – Lulu - £6,500*
• 12m x 21m – Dana - £9,499*
(*plus delivery and VAT)

pearl tent collection
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Pearl Tent structures are
available in the following
individual sizes:

Pearl Tent Collection

lulu pearl
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The Lulu Pearl comes in two sizes - 12m x 12m and 10.5m x 10.5m. The larger size can accommodate 200 standing guests or 110 with
dining seating and extends to and 14m x 14m including the veranda over-hang and requires 16m x 16m of clear space in which to
pitch it. £6,500 plus delivery and VAT. The 10.5m x 10.5m version can accommodate 150 standing guests or 100 for a dinner-dance and
extends to 12.5m x 12.5m including the veranda and requires 14.5m x 14.5m in total to be pitched. £6,000 plus delivery and VAT.

Pearl Tent Collection

lulu pearl
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Pearl Tent Collection

dana pearl
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The Dana Pearl measures 12m x 21m or 14m x 24m including the veranda, and accommodates
350 standing guest or 220 formally seated. £9,499 plus delivery and VAT.

Pearl Tent Collection

dana pearl
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Pearl Tent Collection

Picco extension
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The Picco veranda measures 3m x 12m and is ideal for extending the party atmosphere outside. It is best used in fair weather, creating a
shaded terrace for lounge furniture or to add an al fresco feel to dining areas. £950 plus delivery and VAT.

Pearl Tent Collection

ampio extension
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The Ampio tent extension measures 4m x 6m and creates an additional ‘room’ off the side of the main tent,
ideal for bar areas, lounge areas or photo booths. £900 plus delivery and VAT.

Pearl Tent Collection

mini pearl
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The Mini Pearl measures 6m x 6m internal floor-space and 7.5m x 7.5m including the external veranda.
It accommodates 60 people standing or around 40 people seated. £2,200 plus delivery and VAT.

Pearl Tent Collection

mini pearl
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Oyster Pearls
This quintessentially British tent, made in the UK
evokes an air of elegant beauty and romanticism;
the capacious peaked roof is a silhouette against the
skyline, and the crisp white interior offers a blank
canvas for which you to create your vision.
Oyster Pearl tents have a traditional charm and are
supported with wooden poles around the perimeter
with carved wooden finials atop them, and hempex
ropes leading to their guide ropes which fall every
1.5m. As with the rest of the structures, they can
be used in conjunction with clear walls around the
edge to maximise the setting and views and have the
most rustic styling of all the tents in the collection.
The centre-poles provide a towering 6m of height to
the apex in the roof, and the wooden poles around
the perimeter of the tent support the walls, with
the ropes and stakes extending 1.5m around the
structure to give strength.
Beautiful AND practical!

Oyster Pearl structures
are available in the
following sizes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6m x 10m - £1,700
12m x 12m - £4,000
Diameter 12m (Round Oyster) £4,000
12m x 18m £5,000
12m x 24m £6,000
12m x 30m £7,000
12m x 36m £8,000
12m x 42m - £9,000

Oyster Pearls have a classic charm about them with traditional canvas exteriors, wooden poles and finial details.
These structures have a vintage feel and are suitable for erecting on grass.
Oyster Pearl measuring 12m x 18m pictured above, £5,000 plus delivery and VAT.

Introduction

Oyster Pearl collection
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Oyster Pearl Collection

oyster pearl
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The Oyster Pearl Tent measures 12m x 12m, 12m x 18m, 12m x 24m and 12m x 30m.
It is a tension Oyster Pearl with a flat white lining and traditional features of wooden poles and finials
with an elegant 1m veranda around the edge of the structure.

Oyster Pearl Collection

oyster pearl
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Oyster Pearl Collection

interiors
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Boho tassle garlands. £5 per running metre plus delivery and VAT

Rose Gold tassle Garlands £5 per running metre
plus delivery and VAT

Voile and fairylight fountain. £1,850 for a 12m x 18m tent pictured

Voile and fairy light hoop draping. Above draping £900

Oyster Pearl Collection

interiors
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Cornish Cream interior

Wisteria chandelier features. £350 plus VAT

Hessian draping. Draping and fairy lights
as pictured in a 12m x 18m tent is £850

Low-hung voile hoop swags.
£1,850 for a 12m x 24m version

Oyster Pearl Collection

round oyster pearl
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The Round Oyster Pearl Tent measures 12m and needs 16m diameter in which to build it. It has catered for dinners
between 20 and 60 people and can stand approximately 90 people for a reception. It costs £4,000 to hire plus delivery and VAT.

Oyster Pearl Collection

round oyster pearl
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Clearspan Marquees
Turn the ordinary into the extraordinary with
the addition of embroidered, velvet and draped
interior linings to your Clearspan Marquee.
Practicality is as important as aesthetics when
planning an event, but with our transformation
team on-hand, even a pragmatic choice can be
turned into into something spectacular.
With the ability to be set up on almost any surface
and with a wide span of up to a 15m width –
to an almost infinite length, extendable in 3m
increments - these clearspan structures are large
and practical and can be lined, draped, decorated
and furnished to transform them from ordinary
to extraordinary. £25 a square metre including
lighting and flooring and lining of choice.

49
can be used to completely transform the inside
of a clearspan structure with custom-made
clearspan linings.

Introduction

the interiors used in our frame tent collection

clearspan marquees

And for a bold or colourful backdrop, some of

interiors

Clearspan Marquees
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Stretch Tents

10m x 15m stretch tent with flooring
and lighting - £3,300

These marquees can quite literally stretch over any

Bushes and trees (up to 3.5m), gazebos, walls and

space, creating unique party areas where normal

different levels pose no problems as the structures

marquees wouldn’t be possible to erect. These free-

can be connected to buildings using eyebolts or

form structures are ideal if you think that a marquee

alternatively used as stand-alone structures.

wouldn’t be possible
in a space as they cover areas no other tent

Tents range from 3m x 4m, to 20m x 40m.

can cover!

It is also possible to inter-connect them to create a
multitude of different shapes and options. To bring

They are the most organic of structures aesthetically

colour and texture to the blank canvas, our draping

and are made from a triple-ply high-tech neoprene

team can add

fabric, given form by different length poles to create

swags of jewel-coloured silks or soft white

the height

voile to the interiors.

and walls.
Patterned lighting projections and hanging
Once staked, pegged and erected, they are

decorations can completely transform the

extremely strong structures capable of withstanding

final effect.

the most extreme conditions.

interiors & exteriors

Stretch Tent Collection
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Glamping
There’s no need to curtail the party unnecessarily
if your guests (up to 50 of them) can camp in
comfort nearby in a Bell Tent village or, for
an extra-special experience, one of our themed
Bridal Boudoirs.
All the tents come with rugs for the floor and
fairy-lighting (battery operated). The beds are
composed of thick, comfortable cotton-stuffed
mattresses with a sheet, covered duvet, pillow
and colourful bedspread to ensure the best night’s
sleep possible.

Bell Tents

Five metres in diameter, our bell tents can sleep
up to 4 people in each, although we recommend 2
people with space for luggage etc. They are floored
with rugs, lit with fairy lights and furnished with
beds as standard. Bedside tables, lanterns and floor
cushions are also available for extra comfort. £144*
as a blank canvas, £250* fully furnished and extra
beds £40* each.

Bridal Boudoirs

These decadent bijou tents are definitely the most
sumptuous of the glamping experiences available.
These highly decorative miniature versions of our
Frame Tent Collection accommodated guests at
music festivals before the term ‘Glamping’ had
been coined.

3m x 3m version as a blank canvas - £400* and fully
furnished - £585. 4.5m x 4.5m version as a blank
canvas - £600* and fully furnished - £950* (*plus
delivery and VAT)
As well as flooring and lighting as standard, these
little tents can accommodate bedside tables, coffee
tables, storage chests, floor seating and our heartbulb light. You’ll notice from some of the images
that other stylings are also available, depending on
occasion and budget.

bell tents

Glamping Collection
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These 5m diameter bell tents are a comfortable size for either two people with luggage
or 6 in dormitory style sleeping. £250 plus delivery and VAT including furnishings as seen above

Glamping Collection

bell tents
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boudoirs

Glamping Collection
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The ultimate in Glamping decadence. These 3m x 3m or 4.5m x 4.5m Boudoirs can either create a cosy bedroom for
two, or family-sized luxury tented accommodation. £585 plus delivery and VAT as seen above.

Glamping Collection

boudoirs
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Shower Shacks

Glamping Collection
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These portable shower-rooms simply require a hose pipe with nozzle fitting to provide your guests
with lovely, hot, non-stop showers for the weekend.
To save yourself from smelly guests treat yourself and those around you to this Shower Shack. Only £250 per weekend.

Glamping Collection

Shower Shacks
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Airstream

Glamping Collection
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Incorporating ‘70’s Lounge Luxe and Art Deco elegance, the Airstream is a harmonious space
to enjoy with friends and family, and can be used as the ultimate glam pad experience.
The Airstream is fully equipped to sleep up to four comfortably, which includes a double bedroom at one end, and a cosy lounge
area and sofa bed at the other. Further features include a wet-room with shower and an eco-toilet, as well as a fully working kitchen,
complete with a wood burning stove, fridge, gas hob and full sink. Weekend hire cost - £1,000 plus separate delivery and VAT.

Glamping Collection

Airstream
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Venue Transformation

Venue Transformation
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Before
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Venue Transformation
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Venue Transformation

Venue Transformation
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Before

Before
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Venue Transformation
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Christmas Parties
To create an atmosphere to set off the festivities,

Often choosing the theme is part of the fun,

transforming your venue to be Christmas-

especially for companies and involves the staff in

ready, our talented décor-team use a variety of

the build-up to the big event, but if you’d prefer to

materials, decoration and props to set the scene

pick from a selection of options we’ve created to

for a fabulous festive celebration. From different

make the process quicker, there’s the sumptuous

coloured and weighted fabric to beautifully

Three Kings theme inspired by Morocco and

decorated Christmas trees, a range of Christmas

enveloping guests in an environment fit for the

furniture and of course an array of lighting – are

Kings themselves. Or the hugely popular Winter

the tool-kit our dressing team use to beautifully

Wonderland theme is an enthralling wonderland

decorate the interiors of offices, restaurants,

which has enduring appeal with cool white

hotels and sports venues for Corporate Christmas

lights and frosted snow blankets to walk on, or a

parties or private festive events.

modern-styled Bold and Bright theme that takes
whites and adds the bright to a festive scene.

With a warehouse full of decorations and a
personable, dedicated team of drapers and

Get in touch at any time of the year to discuss how

riggers, our Christmas decorating services are in

we can transform your next Christmas event.

growing demand, with long-term marquee hire
and furniture hire possible over the festive period
as well as Christmas party transformation setting
the scene for events full of festive cheer.

Christmas

Christmas and Parties 2018
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Christmas Lighting

Christmas
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Christmas

Venue Transformation
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Christmas

Venue Transformation
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outdoor lighting

Extras
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The Light Garden is a lighting, heating and seating outdoor area consisting of a Twilight tree as a centre-piece,
festoon lights on 3 short and 4 tall crooks to create the area, 2 x pallet seats,
a 1m diameter firebowl and 3 x barrel poseur tables. £750 plus VAT.

Moroccan lanterns and lanterns on crooks create features and mark
pathways to the tent and camping areas. £7.50 plus VAT.

Kobba lanterns with in-built up-lighters. £40 plus VAT.

Festoon lighting can be strung on crooks or hung on
trees and tents to great effect. £25 per 10m string plus VAT
or £34 per 10m string with 1.2m crooks to hang it.

Extras

outdoor lighting
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outdoor lighting

Extras
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Outdoor fairy lights and LED lighting enhance external garden
features. Fairy lights (£25 each) and purple outdoor
up-lights (£25 each).

White or coloured lanterns strung in the trees create a
festival atmosphere in the outdoor area of a party. £10 each plus VAT.

Outdoor up-lighters can be used to highlight
bushes, trees and buildings. £25 - £80 plus VAT.

Cream coir carpet gives a natural floor feel
and works with all our pale interiors. £4 per square metre plus VAT.

Red coir carpet gives a striking flooring which matches
well with all the darker interiors. £4 per square metre plus VAT.

For a firm, hard surface a hard floor and carpet can
be provided in a wide variety of colours.
£10 per square metre.

Extras

flooring options
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entrance walkways

Extras
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Fretwood screens create an elegant feature in entrances, or coir or cassette floor walkways
flanked by lanterns lead guests into the party. £110 each plus delivery and VAT.

Hard walkway with carpeting - £10 per square metre.

Red coir walkway - £4 per square metre.

Clear walls ensure guests stay warm at night whilst preserving the view outside.
£15 per running metre plus delivery and VAT.

Extras

panoramic clear walls
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pole drapes

Extras
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A range of complementary coloured silk, voile and printed drapes
help add accent colours to the tent interiors and decorate the poles.
£15 each plus delivery and VAT.

Entrance drapes create a beautiful approach to a party and let your guests know they’re arriving somewhere special.
From £220 plus delivery and VAT.

Extras

entrance drapes
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heating

Extras
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Flame heaters are ideal for smoking areas and
create an eye-catching entrance feature too. £90 plus VAT

Fire-bowls make focal points outside for guests to congregate
later in the evening. 60cm, 90cm or 120cm diameter (this one
needs a LOT of logs!) Firebowl (3 sizes). Small - 50cm x 50cm x 60cm
- £60 plus VAT, Medium - 90cm x 90cm x 65cm - £100 plus VAT,
Large - 120cm x 120cm x 70cm - £180 plus VAT

Ducted and thermostatically controlled gas
and diesel heaters ensure the tents stay warm,
even during winter events. 25kw heater with 6 hours of fuel £355 and 50kw heater with 6 hours of fuel - £405

Catering tents are floored with coir matting and lit with fluorescent
lights as standard in various sizes. Trestle tables, power sockets,
hard flooring and outdoor lighting are all available as add-ons when
required. Cost £725 plus delivery and VAT for a 6m x 6m tent with
baffle connection to the main tent.

Extras

catering tents
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0800 88 15 229
info@houseofhud.com

